Minutes of the
1 Ordinary Meeting of the 101st Council
2 April 2012, UQU Innes Room
st

Meeting opened at 3.00pm
a) Attendance:
i)

ii)

iii)
iv)

v)

Members: Colin Finke, Brodie Thompson, Linda Cho, Rohan Watt, Abby Nydam,
Ashleigh Ross, Nathan Flett, Bridget Young, Kieran Shaw, Christian Hayes, Max
Ferguson, John Stubbs, Christian Hayes, , Elliot Johnson, Curtis Newman, Ben
Mylonas, Mitchell Piper, Blaice McCaul, Annabelle Hassall, Andrew French, Celeste
Greinke, Alexia Austin, Harriet Weedman, Flynn Rush, Trent McDonald, Jodie
Schluter, Ismail Mohamed, Mohd-zhazwan Hassan, Joshua Preece, Mark Farago
Others Present: Giovanni Sottile, Andrew Lamb, Kiran Srinivasan, Padraig KeysMacpherson, John Flett, Laurence McLean, Joel McComber, Daniel Way, Michael
Davenport
Absences: Jack Myers, Guy Verdi, Bradley McCormack
Apologies: Emma Badenoch – Jones, Mary – Kate Woodrow, Nelson Martoo,
Gregory Simmons, John Humphreys, Suvarna Gunaratnam, Bing Wei Lee, Ekta Paw,
Mihir Shanker, Dannica Bell, Reagan Chapman, Todd spencer, Jahk Hughes,
Mishayla Birch
Proxies: Kiran Srinivasan, Rohan Watt

Brodie: I’d like to move a procedural motion that the following items of business be
considered en bloc. All of the reports of the Elected Officers, admin 101/1, admin
01/2, admin 101/3, admin 101/4, admin 101/5, admin 101/6, admin101/7, admin
101/8, admin 101/9, admin 101/10, admin 101/11 and admin 101/12.
It was moved that
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS OF BUSINESS BE MOVED EN BLOC:
THE JANUARY RECRUITMENT PLAN BE CARRIED
ADMIN 101/01

FARAGO/FISHER

CARRIED

THE POSITION DESCRIPTION OF MARKETING COORDINATOR BE ACCEPTED
AND APPROVED
ADMIN 101/02

THOMPSON/FARAGO

CARRIED

THAT THE POSITION OF HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGER BE MADE
REDUNDANT
ADMIN 101/03

THOMPSON/FINKE

CARRIED

THE REPORTS OF THE PRESIDENT, UNION SECRETARY AND TREASURER BE
CONFIRMED
ADMIN 101/04

THOMPSON/FARAGO

CARRIED

THE PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENTS NOVEMBER 2011 – FEB 2012 BE
CONFIRMED
ADMIN 101/05

FARAGO/FINKE

CARRIED

THE MARCH 2012 PRICE CHANGES BE ADOPTED
ADMIN 101/06

FARAGO/FISHER

CARRIED

THE ADMIN STANDING RESOLUTION 100/51 BE REPEALED AND 101/01 BE
ADOPED AS POLICY
ADMIN 101/07

THOMPSON/FINKE

CARRIED

THE STUDENT SUPPORT OFFICER PD BE AMENDED AS ATTACHED
ADMIN 101/08

THOMPSON/HUDSON

CARRIED

THE POSITION OF TRAINEE MANAGER (OPERATIONS) BE CREATED AND A
RECRUITMENT PROCESS UNDERTAKEN
ADMIN 101/09

FARAGO/FISHER

CARRIED

THE ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE AUTHORISES THE CREATION OF THE
MARKETING ADMINISTRATION ASSISTANT POSITION, AND THAT A
RECRUITMENT PROCESS BE UNDERTAKEN
ADMIN 101/10

FARAGO/FINKE

CARRIED

THE ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE CONFIRMS THE HUMAN RESOURCES
POLICIES III) 1 – 13 AS POLICY
ADMIN 101/11

THOMPSON/FARAGO

CARRIED

THE WHS ACT ADVICE FROM ALANS AND THE WHS LEGISLATION
FUNDAMENTALS BE _________
ADMIN 101/12

THOMPSON/ZIVIC

CARRIED
CARRIED

It was moved that
ALL REPORTS OF THE ELECTED OFFICE BEARERS ADMIN 101/1, ADMIN
101/2, ADMIN 101/3, ADMIN 101/4, ADMIN 101/5, ADMIN 101/6, ADMIN
101/7, ADMIN 101/8, ADMIN 101/9, ADMIN 101/10, 101/11 AND ADMIN 101/12
BE ACCCEPTED.
CARRIED
Max: Colin to speak to motion UC101/1
Colin: Yeah, sure. I’ll be brief. In the Union so far, UQU has executed a number of
successful events to enrich the students’ experience of UQU. That’s included
orientation week, Toga Party as well as a number of student rights events including
the UQU Women’s Rights Action Group Luncheon and (inaudible). They have been
highly successful to date and we have been proving service and support and
representation provided by UQU continues throughout the year. Thankyou
Colin: Alright I’ll start the year off, obviously a sum up of December, January, and February
was pretty slow for most of our outlets. A lot of our money has been going to student
services who have recorded a number of expenses for things like the Toga Party, and
other things that were spoken about before.
Linda: So I’ll just run through the January P&L’s so first of all we’ve seen an increase in
sales throughout all of our outlets so instead of the budgeted $349,222 we’ve had
sales revenue of total income of $487,322 compared to last year we did $195,987
better so we turned out a profit. Total cost of sales as also up by $73,618.85. Also
total expenses for January was $646,064.06 and compared to last year we came on top
$139,836. So January this year has been (inaudible), compared to 2010 the increases
report.
THAT THE 2012 (JANUARY) FINANCIAL REPORTS BE CONFIRMED
[FINKE/CHO]
UC 101/01
CARRIED
Max: Okay now Colin is going to be introducing UC101/2.
Colin: Okay, a very fairly similar situation to the start of the University year starting up
again we saw a great pickup in sales revenue and a gain of allocated expenditure in
campus culture (inaudible) different numbers.

Linda: So similar to January we have a great month in February this year and have focused a
lot harder on this because in February last year so the University rather than in
January, so we had a total sales income of $868,300.35 we had a total sales of
$445,002.05 compared to the budgeted $444,156. Just quickly moving through, in
February we had a variance of $21,917 and February this included a lot of major costs
such as Toga Party and most of our outlets are closed which actually saved us money
because students weren’t campus and we realised this through business trading event
thought that main refect and some services for students in summer semester were still
available. We increased staff training more than ever so this is for the yearly intake of
staff and also we had a wage increase of 3% so if your do see the P&Ls in February
there will be some costs that have been allocated to wage increases and staff training.
Yes?
Max: Yes okay you’ve seconded that as well. Are any speakers against, none? Okay. Do
you wish to have right of reply? Alright.
THAT THE 2012 (FEBRUARY) FINANCIAL REPORTS BE CONFIRMED
[FINKE/CHO]
UC 101/02
CARRIED
Flynn? You abstain. Just hold it a bit higher
Flynn: Yep
Max: And now to see UC101/3 Colin Finke has moved that one as well which you could
speak on that
Colin: Okay UQU has provided for a budget reflecting a number of things we feel are
appropriate for the coming year. Mainly in terms of revenue sales have come about
$15.3 million. Expenditure on a number of events, we are still depreciating a lot of
capital expenditures on that too place in 2010 and that’s going to be able $600,000.
Administrative we have about $250,000 on grants $100,000 for insurance and
indemnities, $200,000 for packaging $300,000 for power, water and utilities,
professional things $400,000, requests and maintenance $280,000, security 140,000,
staff training $100,000 and other expenditure at $1 million. That leaves us in a
position of $40,000 surplus.
Max: Okay Linda has seconded.
Linda: Sure just to elaborate on the budget that we have for 2012 as Colin did say we
estimated surplus at $29,756 to be exact. For business training we’re seeing $735,021
and for student services we plan to spend $2,604,206 so that’s a negative of 695265
which will be directed funding from business trading.
Max: Okay great, are there any speakers against that motion?

THAT THE 2012 ANNUAL BUDGET BE ACCEPTED AND CONFIRMED
[FINKE/CHO]
UC 101/03
CARRIED
We now have 45 minutes of question time I’ve received some written questions which
I will go through first and then I will continue to take question on notice. Okay who
was the first one, question one.
Question One From the Floor:
My question is to the UQU president, Colin Finke. Colin could you give us further
information (inaudible) on the 2011 UQ Union election
Colin: The 2011 elections happening at UQ spoke the students UQ spoke quite adamantly as
to what they wanted. They (inaudible) particular platform which we used a tactical for
providing this year and (inaudible) and a number of key outcomes that the platform
provide are our continuance of campus culture and were providing regular clubs and
socs funding this year. We also (inaudible) for student services this year also were
providing additional advocates to the SHOC centre and funding towards records
funding as well. Obviously these record fundings can’t be achieved without this
success of our business training.
Max: Sorry, excuse me sorry. Could you please stop speaking, and for speaking I’m naming
you.
Colin: Thankyou chairman, without the success of our business training we couldn’t provide
such high quality services to the students so we’ve taken a number of things from our
business processes adopting relative efficiency which we have now reached. I think
our financial stance is going to reflect our responsible management of funds. In terms
of the action box (inaudible) I think we have one of the most diverse executives that
the Union’s ever had that’s been (inaudible) quite recently by the Academic Registrar
of the University Maureen Bowen who in fact commented how diverse the members
of the executive are in every way I think that’s a strength that we can use or bring
together in representing the student community. I think that’s all I’d like to speak to
about that topic, were there any more (inaudible) questions?
Max: Does anyone want to ask a supplementary question relating to that question? No?
Okay we will continue to the next question.
This one I received from Rohan it is to Linda Cho, the question is can you inform
Union Council on what the UQ Unions done recently that gathered international
attention
Linda: Sure, in 2012 the campus culture VPs Nathan and Abby have had the initiative to
bring Toga party to a large variety of students. So after much discussion with the
campus cultures and the trustee as well as members of QUT Guild we decided to

collaborate our resources and our skills to have a toga party off campus at River stage
and while we were doing this we broke the World record and it was a great success
and as all the feedback has been quite positive from the people who ran the events as
well as volunteers we had. We can safely say it was a successful event and we will
continue to provide these services to student throughout the year.
Colin: I would just like to add as well that’s it my great pleasure on behalf of myself and the
UQ Union executive in fact UQ Union as a whole to present the Guinness world
record certificate won by UQ Union for holding the World’s largest Toga party so I
think you should all give yourself a big round of applause.
(applause)
Max: Any questions relating to that?
Yes?
Question from the Floor:
Could you please speak on the collaboration with QUT please, how it worked and
how the rules were affected
Linda: So firstly when we collaborate with a different group of people there are always
going to be pros and cons but we found out in this case that we have a lot of pros
when working with QUT. It reduced the costs of the event quite significantly for the
quality of the event that we did have and also a lot of the resources that QUT guild
has helped UQ union and vice versa. So in the end I think the collaboration was a
great idea and it proved with the party that we had.
Max: Anymore? Thank you for that. The next question is from Bridget Young and is for
Brodie Thompson and the questions is can you inform Union Council about the
extraordinary response by the UQ Student to assist UQ Student and other UQ
residents in ST Lucia in the immediate aftermath following the 2011 January flood
disaster.
Brodie: Sure, I’ll answer here because I do have some numbers in front of me. In January
this year we have been given the opportunity to reflect on the aftermath of the 2011
floods and the extraordinary effort on the behalf of the University of Queensland
Union, there is a charity that is based in Qld assisting both students and members of
the St Lucia community in returning to normal life post the 2011 floods. Upon
learning floods the incentives of last year have sprung into action we implemented a
number of measurers and being a year on has given time to take stock of what the
Union in conjunction with the University has been able to achieve in returning
members of the University community to normal life as soon as possible. Ill cover
some of those from now, so the Union was able to assist about 400 members of the
university community mainly students there were a number of measures which we
implemented immediately. The first measure was a little student email was sent out to

every student of the University of Queensland making them aware the University and
UQU was aware of the disaster and letting them know what exhibitions we would be
putting on in the aftermath of the flood and what provisions we would continue to put
on and had done before the floods hit Queensland. We established a volunteer centre
in the week and immediately following the flood. It was on the corner of Sir Fred
Schonell Drive there were about 900 people who came to register and volunteer and
those people went out to make sure the clean-up in the St Lucia community and the
University in particular took place a quickly as possible and the extraordinary
donations came in for that initiative as well as the outpouring of generosity both in
people’s money and their time in assisting us with that initiative.
The SHOC Centre’s food bank was completely restocked that week we assisted about
300 students who were financially affected by the flood, free food bank as always that
was a terrific initiative on behalf of the UQ Union and the SHOC Centre and that
continues to date. The Union solicitor provided legal advice for about 100 students
where their housing arrangements had been affected by the flood there were quite a
few students who had not only been affected in terms of tenancy but there were
landlords that were trying to exploit them in that manner and were attempting to
charge them dual rents so housing of students were being charged by their landlords
particularly international students who didn’t understand their rights under the RTA
legislation were being charged rent to occupying and inhabitable house which they
weren’t in fact occupying. The SHOC helped out in that regard.
There was $350,000 raised through the general University community all of that
money went to the Vice Chancellors Flood Relief Fund and the Union was the
instrumental and self-administrator in making sure that money went where it needed
to be. So a proposal was done up by the SHOC centre and was sent to the University
administration in conjunction with the Vice Chancellor himself and the academic
registrar last year approximately 388 received assistance from that $350,000, I’ll go
through the breakdown of those numbers shortly.
A second round of assistance was provided to students, sorry of the 388 who were
paid there was an initial payment of $200 to meet emergency obligations such as bills
and subsequent that the SHOC looked at a second round of assistance for students
who have been seriously affected and financially affected by the floods. Payments
going up to $2000 to replace furniture and the servicing of debts and bills which were
incidental to that disaster so I’ll just go through that breakdown very quickly now.
There were 388 students who received a grant of $200 which equate to $77,600 for
the first round of relief and then subsequent to that we set up the second round so we
split those students into three categories depending on their loss. Category A students
there were 13 of those who each were provided a payment of $200 primarily for the
replacement of furniture and emergency accommodation which was $26,000.
Category B students there were 28 of those who each received 100 each which
equated to $28,000. And category C students there were $100 of those who each

received $500 which came to $50,000. The UQ Union itself by the end of March had
administered $40,000 in emergency loans by the end of that month, not all of those
are flood related but most of them were and most were in compliment to the
emergency grants which are handed out. In addition to that the University has set up a
long term disaster relief fund with a residual $100,000 from that initial $350,000 they
still do accept donations for that so God forbid that anything now on the magnitude
that happened last year every happens again the University of Queensland and the
University of Queensland Union will be ready to assist students and members of the
St Lucia community in the same manner that we did in January last year. Thankyou
(Applause)
Max: Are there any subsequent questions now? No, no one? Alright the next question is
from Abby Nydam. It’s for Kieran Shaw; the question is the UQ Union has been
particularly active in the recent years in supporting charity like activities at UQ. Can
you update the Council on recent events that UQU are involved in that support good
causes on campus?
Kieran: Thankyou Abby, thank you for that. I’m glad she brought this up, recently two
weeks today actually we had shave for a cure with a team of myself, Christian at the
back there and Brodie we’ve all had our head shaved and we do it annually. The lead
up to that we had some active fundraisers through campus; I got students involved
who were interested in fundraising with the Fresh team this year which was good. So
Shave for a Cure happened two weeks ago on the 19th we had red bull along who
were the sponsors and the people from the hair salon there which they usually do so a
big thanks to them. I would like to give a big thank to the executive who came down
and to Kiran, even though he’s not an office bearer he always comes down to get his
hair shaved helps everyone so could everyone just give a round of applause.
(Applause)
I really do appreciate your help with that. We’ve also had a lot of helpful staff they
know what I don’t and they gave up time for a number of projects that I’m sure would
(inaudible). I would also like to give a special hank to Sharon Samuel and Jason
Dunmore, Jason raised $2200 by himself and Sharon raised $200 so they had between
the about $4000 to our total of about $7,700. There’s still a bit more money to be
made there so hopefully it jumps up to $8000 but all in all id ay that’s a pretty good
effort. I’d also like to give big thanks to Scott Emerson and Matthew Burke who came
out for the day. There our local members and are very active and helpful in these sorts
of events that we run and I’m sure Scott was pretty busy with his state election,
congratulations to him for his outstanding win. I think he had the second highest
primary vote for Queensland which was pretty good. I would also like to give a big
thanks to the newly elected Mt Coo-tha member Saxon Rice she had the preview to
the event at the Re, we got some old (inaudible) who is a local there to had hair
probably down to here bit rough looking probably (inaudible) but we convinced him

to have a shave as well. I have never seen such awe from the student community and
the clinical convenor (inaudible).
Other charity events that we’ve been doing is, we’ve got a few coming up just mainly
with Brig and my consultation and with groups on campus that are interested in
charity. I’ve been in contact with people through Rohan and Ash with the Women’s
and Queer Collective about things that they’re interested in. and also with Jason down
at the SHOC centre I’m not sure if many people are still aware but things like Men’s
Mental Health Week and all those sort of advocacy based charities and I’ve had a chat
with him and they’re going to happen again and there’s a few more initiatives that are
going to start. Has anyone else got any more questions?
Max: Yes, has anyone got any more questions? No? Okay thankyou Kieran. Okay next
question I received was from Piper and that was to Nathan Flett. The question is can
you inform the Council on activities of Clubs and Societies in Semester One.
Nathan: Thank you for that question. Abby and I our main job is to attend to Clubs and
Societies as best we can so during the O Week period everyone got signed up to a
club so that was really good to see record funding going towards them which resulted
in record numbers signing up to these clubs. So during the first couple of weeks Abby
and I attended about 25 different launch parties for clubs and societies which was
sometimes four events to six events a night so can you imagine how much fun that
was, yew. So well one of the interesting this is in one night we go from the launch
from the Latin American Students Society to a wine and cheese event back to an
engineering event then finally ended up doing trivia at the Red Room or something so
quite crazy to see the amount of people you met in one night and how you can best
help them and their events in the future or if they need any help. So just getting our
face out there trying to meet as many people as we can so that if any of these people
have any problems they feel free pretty much asking us to help them and we will
respond as best we can.
So looking towards the future now, we’ve got many events that our clubs and
societies on average are having between 20 events per week to literally 80 so it’s
coming up to ball season so we’ve got the Law Society preparing for their ball and
EUS preparing for their ball and we’ve got our colleges preparing for their balls as
well so one thing that were really trying to push this year as well is if someone is
trying to do a charity event Abby and I would love to go and support hem and sort of
help them out so we went to the Women’s at home. We sort of helped them out with a
bit of activities there which was great to see and they were raising money for the
Leukaemia Foundation which was great to see. Pretty much Abby and I love the
experience of getting to know people we’re looking forward to going to many, many
more events throughout the year and many clubs and societies so we can get to know
them as best as possible. In terms of our interesting events we’ve got QUEST who is
for the international students. They do great things, they’ve just come back from
Moreton Island this weekend they have some really good photos you should check

them out on the UQU website. Abby and I would really like to see a range of club and
societies getting involved to showcase all that they’re offering. If you can imagine the
difference between a Moreton Island trip and a wine and cheese tasting it’s great to
get that messy photo. Thank you. Any other questions?
Max: Any supplementary questions for that?
Supplementary Question from the Floor:
What is the UQ Union (inaudible).
Nathan: So we have a budget which is for our photographers in our event but what did ask
clubs and societies to do is when or if they do hire a photographer they send us a short
email outlining what the event is how many people expect to be there, how long it
goes for and like the sort of, we’re having balls all throughout the year we currently
have 10 different albums on our page for the pub crawl so we need to find different
ones. So if you want a photographer for any of your events you could also email Abby
or I at campus.culture@uqu.com.au. It’s free so if you want to chuck us an email.
Max: Thank you for that. The next question I have is from Jody this is to Christian Hayes.
The question is can you talk about people formerly involved in Semper and where
they have gone to be now. Could you please provide some interesting history about
Semper?
Christian: This year has
Max: Could you please be quiet over there?
Christian: (inaudible) I think if we take a few breaths out of the scenario of its history.
Semper was first published I 1932 with issue one being released Thursday 16 June
1932. Some context Sydney Harbour Bridge just opened and the NSW Labor Premier
Jack local governor (inaudible). Interestingly back in 1932 wasn’t free for students.
You could take a copy of Semper for two pence the magazine was written edited and
compiled by students. In 1932 the most pioneering student created the magazine
(inaudible). It became a four page newspaper carrying stories about actual UQ
students’ academic issues, student Christian news and sporting events. In those days
(inaudible). Semper maintains similar format changing little from the 1950s.
During the Second World War the paper will filled with the ongoing crisis as
(inaudible). This was the toughest time in history for Semper Floreat to this day it
would flourish. The 1950s and 60s set the form for the magazine and the pages would
eventually cover religions. Main things there are throughout history of UQU,
(inaudible) undergraduate students finally gain representation at the UQ Senate
position currently held by Brodie Thompson and secretary from 1996 to 2001 the
Union found a new home in the new Union Complex (inaudible) and is also great
reading for students. Over the years editors of Semper Floreat have gone onto big
things. Semper editor Allen Knight and Susan was one of the founders of ZZZ John

Burkingham became an author and Scott Henderson former editor in chief for Semper
has been appointed to Minister for Transport and Main Roads. The first of which I’m
sure will be many Campbell Newman Ministers. In commenting thank you for the
question thank you for giving me a few minutes of your time to look back on the
tapestry that is Semper’s history.
Max: Okay we have a supplementary question, Brodie
Brodie: I have one supplementary question, Christian you talked about this sale of the Union
complex could you enlighten the Council on how much it would have sold for and
what it had previously been valued at.
Christian: As far as I’m aware the sale value was $25million and sold for $3 million
Brodie: So that’s about less than an eighth of its value?
Kiran: I believe it was $3 million and sold for $1 million
Brodie: Thankyou.
Max: Thank you for that.
Bridget: I was just going to ask, down by the Lakes there is a bench that has a plaque on it,
and it’s a Semper editor, what’s he famous for?
Christian: I have not seen that I’ll ask
Bridget: there’s a bench across from Duch and it’s got a plaque on it and it says in memory
of so and so semper editor.
Christian: I’m sure we can investigate this
Max: Can you please take that question on notice
Brodie: And report back to Council next meeting.
Max: Thank you for that. Next question is from Elliot Johnson and it’s to Colin. Could you
please tell us what activities UQ Mascots have been up to?
Colin: UQ mascots we’ve got Regal the Eagle who you’ve probably seen around the campus
before. We also have a new addition to the UQU family this year, in addition to we’ve
got Reddy the Plastic Cup and the rationale behind Reddy was to improve the Red
Room publicity throughout UQ and try to make the services more utilised by UQ
students so I think the Red Room is a fantastic facility I’d love to see more college
events and more clubs and societies events held there and this part of that process will
try and reiterate the Red Room so Reddy is the addition to be produced for the Toga
Party press where he made his first official appearance where he was dancing up on
stage with Regal the Eagle and they were both part of the Guinness World Record
achievement. In brief summary these characters often go to a lot of club events, you

would have seen them around in O Week in Market Day you’ve seen Reddy around
the Red Room behind the bar keep a look out for these guys add them on Facebook.
They’re fantastic services that remind students to keep in touch with what’s going on
in the Red Room or in UQ as a whole. (Inaudible) for the Red Room and UQ to
consume these values and to keep track of what we’re doing in social networking.
Max: Could you please remain seated
Colin: Thankyou chairman, I’ve finished with that question.
Max: Okay, substitute questions? Yes, Paddy?
Padraig: Will Reddy the Plastic Cup be at the launch of the new UQ Union beers, can you
outline the election promise from Fresh as to when we will get the UQ Union Beer.
Colin: Yep not a problem at all
Max: That doesn’t relate to the question at all, you can answer whether the mascot will be at
the launch but not when the launch will be
Colin: Yep I understand Paddy that you might be very interested in beers so I would like to
answer your question. Reddy will in fact be attending the launch of the UQU clubs
and socs beer we phase that in one of the election promises which due to the evidence
provided from the election was received quite well by students (inaudible), that
section right now and were expecting that to come in the next weeks so thank you for
reminding me to address that issue and bring it to Union Council. Yeah there are a
number of promises that we have accomplished during the year, what it will be is this
beer where clubs and societies and other union bodies or associations can come down
to the Red Room and have a beer and feed and something nice a big snack, we aren’t
sure yet but a certain value of the beer will actually go back to funding clubs and
societies with the fantastic initiative to boost brand recognition of the Red Room with
the clubs taking advantage of this offer to boost attendance at the Red Room not only
at individual students perspective but also at a part or a rich tapestry that UQU build
around clubs and societies. Not only that their revenues generated by these beers is
continuing the fantastic work that clubs do so thankyou Padraig for your question.
Max: Okay thank you, next we have a question from John and it’s for Abby Nydam. How
have students responded to the events organised by the UQ Union?
Abby: Thank you for that question John, the answer is that students have responded with
nothing but zest and enthusiasm across the board. We’ve had a lot of events up to this
date starting with Orientation Week, and we have record numbers of student
attendance on that day usually Market Day is the Wednesday at St Lucia is one of the
biggest days but at Ipswich campus and Gatton campus we had record numbers of
students. They just love what we had to offer there and were really excited by those
events. After that we have of course the world record breaking Toga Party and the
response to that was just outstanding, we had enthusiasm from students not only from

UQ also from QUT students they couldn’t get enough of this event, we sold out in
three of four days and on the nigh everyone was loving it we had so many activities
stage performers, we had photographers for the University to show faces having a
ball. So in response to Toga party as expected it was great.
Also apart from those events we Union Run we also oversee the events of the clubs
and societies such as launch parties which Nathan spoke about and um those have
also generated a lot of attendance form students again clubs have just they hold and
event expecting 50 to 100 people to come and 300 people come. That’s just great
even though some people don’t have seats it’s just the clubs and societies and their
events are growing every year and its excellent to see. S that’s the response to the
events, also the response among the different types of students that we have, so first
year students are always really enthusiastic but second and third years have also being
jumping in and we’ve been targeting them to make sure their experience is one to
remembers. Also some of the mature age students have enjoyed events such as trivia
at the Red Room and the wine and cheese they really did appreciate those different
alternative events and got enjoyment out of that. And pretty much it speaks for itself
that we’ve had so many students emailing us Facebooking us just asking when the
next is, when is the next big event when is the next fundraising event. People just
can’t get enough of these so all in all I’d say that the response for these events has
been great for Toga Party, Clubs and Socs and everything I’ve said. So what I can say
is it’s just speaks to UQUs reputation for holding creative and really fun events and
everyone’s just keen for more. Thankyou
Max: Thank you, the next question is received from Linda Cho to Ash. Can you please tell
us about the activities Women’s Rights Action Group has been up to this semester?
Ash: So 2012 has been really successful so far, for the first time ever they were able to
have a stall on Market Day and it was an overwhelming response from everyone with
a record number of people signing up. Keeping in contact with events we have one
event, International Women’s Day that was really successful as well. We’ve got two
more coming up for the rest of the year, were combining with QRAG as well to do a
charity event at the Red Room, a trivia night and diversity in the workforce during
diversity week as well. We’ve got a guest speaker, the Vice Chancellor Professor
Terry coming to that so it should be good and we’re not sure what we’re doing in
semester two but we it will be bigger and better.
Max: Any supplementary questions? No? Okay next question is from Rohan Watt and it’s
to Colin Fink. The question is I’ve notices you’ve been out and about actively
engaging student population. What feedback have students given you about its
performance and its office bearers?
Colin: I think majority of students have been happy with the performance of the UQ Union
so far. Obviously it’s for our students and campus culture what makes us just reach
out our name Fresh. It’s just at our attendance at campus parties that students see us

and recognise us around campus and a lot of clubs and societies know us previous
members of clubs and societies. We do make the effort to turn up to the events that
we sponsor and they will be fun, students appreciate it and the club executives and the
clubs appreciate that. I think it’s just a great way to keep in touch with the student
body and offers our representation not only as us individually but as university
students as a whole. It’s been great I’ve been out the past three weeks going to a lot of
events; I’ve had a great time and met a lot of new people. I really do feel, this is a
really enriching experience for UQU, so I thank you Rohan for brining that question.
Max: Any supplementary questions? Yes?
Kiran: In your opinion what has been the most enjoyable event you have attended so far this
year?
Colin: It’s hard to pick a particular event, I think that one event to note, I’m always very and
very pleased to see who have joint events on campus or off campus and the joint UQ
Economics Society, UQ Business Association and Financial Managers Association
Australia event which was actually held at the same venue of the Engineering
Undergraduate Society which of course increases the number of clubs this was
particularly enjoyable in the perspective that we saw a lot of UQU clubs there were up
to 11 or 12 clubs at that event. This was great for students to mingle and a great
distraction from university work. It was a great way for new students and freshers in
particular to join the campus and meet people and get in touch which I feel is an
enriching experience so thankyou Kiran for bringing that forward.
Max: Okay, now for the next question, which I received form Christian Hayes and it’s to
Rohan Watt. The question is you may be aware that the building here at UQ Union is
named after Ang Sung Suki it was freedom loving students in 2003 who lobbied,
petitioned and campaigned for such naming to occur. Can you please inform Council
of the extraordinary events that happened in the last 24 hours that remind us the
reasons for naming that building after the extraordinary person?
Rohan:
Thank you for your questions Hayes, many of you may not know but a lot of
rooms here at UQU are named after Ang Sung Suki who maybe you might have seen
in the news today actually looks as though she’s going to win 44 seats in the
Parliamentary Election. There are many that you may or may not know but she’s been
under house arrest for 10 years after a period where she contested. Some could argue
her success of the election in 1990 which she won (inaudible) for the next year. As
what was said by the chairman before we decided to name the room after her in 2003
plus I’d just like to bring to Council’s attention that Ang Sung Suki is someone who
we obviously take a lot of pride in and we have a room named after her as a symbol of
democracy, human rights and overall ethnic reconciliation. We think that’s a fantastic
thing to pursue.
Max: Are there any supplementary questions? No, Okay unfortunately that is the end of
question time so I won’t be able to answer everyone’s questions. If you wish to

submit them to the Secretary for the next council meeting we will hopefully get to
them then. Okay now that concludes the meeting for today. Closed at 4.05pm on the
2nd of April.
And unfortunately the meeting lost quorum during question time so we will not be
able to take any motions without notice. Thankyou
Meeting closed 4.05pm

